
New Common Core State Standards hold a promise for more students across the 
country to graduate high school fully prepared for college or the workplace. But 
implementing those standards isn’t easy, in part because current curriculum isn’t  
up to the task. Grantmakers can help. 

Hundreds of districts 

in dozens of states 

need new, high-

quality materials – or 

tools to align existing 

materials.

The CurriCulum                Gap 

It is an unprecedented moment in American education. In 2015, more than 40 states 
are planning to fully implement new Common Core State Standards, a wholesale 
reinvigoration of academics intended to close the gap between age-old public 
school expectations and the demands of the modern-day college and workplace. 

School districts are facing numerous challenges in implementation, from bringing 
teachers up to speed on what the new standards require to reassuring anxious 
families that students will be prepared to meet them. And in 2015,1 millions of 
students will sit for new Common Core-aligned exams, an event that appears poised 
to serve as an unofficial referendum on implementation efforts thus far.

There’s a practical problem at the heart of this work: a lack of high-quality curriculum 
aligned to the standards. The Common Core standards emphasize critical thinking, 
creativity and analysis over rote memorization, and require that students master far 
more sophisticated content in English Language Arts and math.

And so hundreds of districts in dozens of states need new, high-quality materials – or 
tools to align existing materials – based on standards that emphasize higher-order 
skills like never before. Grantmakers can use their unique positions and abilities2 to 
help meet the need.
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WHAT IS CURRICULUM?

EXAMPLE: LEARNING ADDITION FACTS TO 20
Standard: First-grade students will master addition facts up to 20.

If academic standards set the destination for student 
learning, curriculum is everything they need to get there.

Individual 
teachers’ 
curricula

SCHOOL OR DISTRICT CURRICULUM
A school or district’s curriculum is the sum total of everything 
they do and use to teach. That includes materials and activities 
aligned to institutional orientations, such as hands-on projects 
in the classroom or community, textbooks, books, worksheets 
and supplies. It also includes schedules of required classes and 
non-academic activities that are part of the school experience, 
such as community service or capstone graduation projects.

Materials aligned 
to institutional 
orientations

INDIVIDUAL TEACHER’S CURRICULUM
An individual teacher’s curriculum is all of the plans, activities 
and materials used to teach a particular unit or class. That 
includes lesson plans, students exercises and projects, materials 
like books, videos and art supplies and tests and quizzes.

The teacher plans two weeks 
of activities to concentrate on 
applying addition skills up to 
20, while reinforcing other 
targeted math skills

Unit Plan

Materials

Lesson
Plans

At-Home
Activities

Tests and
Quizzes

Textbooks, 
worksheets, math 
manipulatives

Daily lessons 
on component 
skills, such as 
doubles facts 

(1+1=2… 
10+10=20)

Whole-class and 
small-group 
instruction 

Interactive 
applications 

Worksheets with 
questions that 
prompt students 
to practice skills 
explained 
by the teacher

Individual, small-group and 
whole-class activities that 
reinforce adding skills

Worksheets, games 
and problem-solving 
activities that prompt 
students to use 
targeted addition facts

Tests and 
quizzes 
to assess 
progress

Curriculum In-Class
Activities

Student
activities

Lesson
plans

Tests and
quizzes

Materials

SCHOOL

?

?

1+1=2 1+1=2

MANDY AND STEVE BOUGHT 3 
PURPLE LILIES AND 2 WHITE 

DAISIES. HOW MANY FLOWERS 
DID THEY BUY IN ALL?5
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a “Common” ChallenGe

Recent research is clear: “the curriculum itself – what is taught – makes a 
huge difference” 4 in student achievement. It’s not enough to just tell teachers, 
“have students engage with rich non-fiction passages and provide textual 
evidence of understanding.” To effectively lead lessons that reach these rigorous 
goals, teachers and administrators need common, proven tools and a shared 
understanding of what high-quality lessons look like.

Districts have been grappling with the challenge of updating curriculum in line 
with Common Core standards, in part because appropriate textbooks, the typical 
source of curriculum solutions, have not been available.

While many textbooks and other products carry labels claiming Common Core 
alignment, a comprehensive review and anecdotal evidence found the opposite 
is true.5 Some advocates note that many of the labels were affixed to existing 
products with few updates shortly after the standards were adopted, in a rush to 
address unprecedented market need. 6 In addition, even if traditional textbooks 
were on-point for current challenges, many districts simply can’t afford to purchase 
all new materials, all at once.

These challenges have touched off several waves of innovation in developing  
and sharing materials. 7 Helped by federal grant dollars and a robust culture of web-
based resource sharing, districts and states have taken matters into their  
own hands. 

For example:

 •  The Tri-State Collaborative, a venture involving education officials in 
New York, Massachusetts and Rhode Island, with help from Achieve. The 
collaborative created the free EQuIP rubric for districts wishing to evaluate 
existing curriculum for Common Core alignment.8 The rubric has been 
downloaded more than 15,000 times.9

 •  Through Engage NY, the New York State Department of Education has 
created and provided free, Common Core-aligned curriculum that is being 
used across the country, including in Washington State10 and California.11

In addition, other non-traditional sources of curriculum like teacher-driven 
open-source platforms12 and nonprofits13 have created some new materials and 
standards to rate existing materials. But such efforts are nascent.14 It is unclear to 
what degree they will sustain momentum if textbook publishers bring properly 
aligned materials to market and federal and state support for innovation recedes.

“ There’s been no 
time in american 

history where this 
number of school  

districts wanted 
to swap out all 

their reading and 
math materials at 

all grades for new 
things.”

 - Jay Diskey,  
Executive Director of the  
Association of American 

Publishers3
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Source: The Foundation for Excellence in Education

New Standards, New Lessons

New standards call for new texts and activities to meet them. Consider this  
example of a typical English Language Arts lesson for 2nd and 3rd graders  
reading about Apollo 11, pre- and post-Common Core standards. 15

Old Text:

A huge white rocket towers against 
the blue sky. It is thirty-six stories high. 
It weighs over six million pounds. It is 
called the Saturn V. It is the biggest, 
most powerful rocket ever built.

Today it is going to make the dream of 
centuries come true. It will send three 
men where no human being has ever 
been before. To the moon!

Old Question: 

What was the spacecraft called? 

New Text: 

High above there is the Moon, cold  
and quiet, no air, no life, but glowing  
in the sky.

Here below there are three men who  
close themselves in special clothes, who –  
click – lock hands in heavy gloves, who –  
click – lock heads in large round helmets.

It is summer here in Florida, hot, and near the sea.  
But now these men are dressed for colder, stranger 
places. They walk with stiff and awkward steps in  
suits not made for Earth.

New Question: 

What is the author trying to convey when he says, 
“these men are dressed for colder, stranger places.  
They walk with stiff and awkward steps…”? Use 
information from the text to explain your answer.
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Teacher Sentiment Tracks Perceived Support

Surveys of teacher opinions and experience regarding Common Core indicate an urgent 
need for practical tools. Teachers and principals are the face of the new standards, so 
effective implementation relies in great part on their enthusiasm and ability.

Teachers generally express enthusiasm for Common Core State Standards, but 
consistently report that a lack of high-quality curricula is the major barrier 17 to  
teaching to them. Anecdotal evidence and studies find teachers and administrators  
lack a common language 18 to drive Common Core-aligned instruction and professional 
development.

Not surprisingly, teacher sentiment – critical to effective implementation – varies 
dramatically based on the level of support they perceive from their district and state. 
Less than half of all teachers in Common Core states say they are receiving sufficient 
support; those who say they feel supported are far more likely to say they are hopeful 
and enthusiastic about the standards.19 Teachers in states that have fully implemented 
the standards are far more likely to say they are receiving sufficient support.

“…a nascent 
marketplace for 

instructional materials 
that rewards quality 

and alignment to 
the standards is 

finally emerging, 
thanks to the work of 

states and districts 
that are investing 

in developing and 
evaluating materials 

publicly.” 

 – Rachel Leifer, The Leona M. and  
Harry B. Helmsley Charitable Trust, and 

Denis Udall, The William and  
Flora Hewlett Foundation 16

It is a unique moment in American education, for teachers, students, districts and 
grantmakers. There are several strategies available to funders wishing to support high-
quality curriculum.

 Local and Limited: Funding for Materials 
   Grantmakers can offer financial support to purchase new curriculum that is aligned 

to the Common Core or assess existing materials for alignment. This could include:

  •  Grants to license new materials, including supplementary materials for 
existing textbooks as an interim step before purchasing next texts.

  •  Grants to provide training for administrators and educators to assess existing 
materials or potential purchases for quality and alignment to new standards.

an opporTuniTy for impaCT
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 Local and Medium Term: Fund or Lend Capacity
  Grantmakers can offer hands-on support to build local expertise on high-quality 

curriculum. This could include:

  •  Co-locate or fund a medium-term position in a state or district office to serve 
as a leader in Common Core-aligned curriculum. This role could oversee 
efforts to adapt or evaluate off-the-shelf materials for alignment, and serve as 
a quality control lead for staff professional development programs.

 Regional and Medium Term: Foster Collaboration
  Grantmakers can create opportunities for experts and practitioners in the field to 

share materials and expertise. This could include:

  •  Create opportunities to convene members of various districts’ or states’ 
Common Core leadership teams to share their thinking. Such gatherings 
could be in person or virtual.

  •  Funding and technological support to encourage states and districts to  
share resources.

   •  For example, some states have created searchable databases of sample 
K-12 lessons, such as Colorado, Georgia and Maryland.20 Grantmakers 
could support websites, wikis and other interactive platforms for such 
resources.

 National and Ongoing: Join the Conversation
   While the Common Core has become a politically complicated issue, the need for 

students to graduate high school prepared for college or the workforce is not. To 
buttress the strategies suggested above, grantmakers can also support research and 
communications efforts regarding the need for high-quality curriculum.

  Grantmakers can support the introduction of rigorous, high-quality curriculum in 
the classroom by lending support to efforts to explicate the challenges graduates 
may face when not sufficiently challenged in school.21  And, they can contribute to 
and lend balance to an ongoing discussion of what new, high-quality curriculum 
looks like, through media outreach, supporting efforts to engage directly with the 
public,22 and by establishing relationships with advocates, educators and local and 
state officials.

The curriculum challenge districts face is significant, but it is also shared. Grantmakers 
can support individual transitions and widespread collaboration to address current 
problems – while also building long-term capacity for our schools to deliver rigorous, 
meaningful lessons that prepare students for success not just during their school years, 
but well into adulthood.

Funders can 

contribute and 

lend balance to an 

ongoing discussion 

of what new, high-

quality curriculum 

looks like.
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21 For example, Mission Readiness, an organization of retired military leaders who advocate for investments in education, nutrition and other 
programs for children, has created state-focused research Common Core State Standards to national preparedness, including this report:   
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This paper was written by Kathleen Carroll for Grantmakers for Education. 

More Challenges, More Resources

A lack of high-quality curriculum aligned to Common Core standards is hampering districts’ implementation efforts. 
Check out “Testing on Trial,” a new Grantmakers for Education resource that suggests strategies for grantmakers to help 
meet the need.
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